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3. DETERMINISTIC LINEAR BOUNDED AUTOMATA 
In the next section we will relate CS(k) grammars to deterministic linear 
bounded automata. Here we will define DLBA's in a particular way, and 
prove that our definition is effectively equivalent to the standard one. 
DEFINITION. A determinist ic  l inear bounded automaton  (DLBA) is a six- 
tuple (Q, q0, V, #1,  #2,  J )  where: 
Q is a finite set of states qo,q l  .... ;qoEQ is the initial state; V is a 
finite vocabulary; #1,  #2 6 V are left and right endmarkers, respectively; and 
J is a finite set of instructions. 
The automaton consists of two pushdown lists, called L and R, and a finite 
control mechanism. #1 always occurs as the bottom entry on L, and this is its 
only occurrence; similarly for #2 and R. We will represent a configuration of 
the automaton by #1xl  "" xnq~xn+ 1 "'" X ,# 2 . This means that the finite 
control is in state ql, L contains #1xl "'" xn (n/> 0), with x n topmost, and R 
contains xn+ 1 "" x t#2 (t  >/n) ,  with xn+ 1 topmost. 
The automaton functions as follows. For an input string Xl "'" xn E V*, it 
starts in the configuration #~qoxl  . "  xn# 2 . In general, if the automaton is in 
state q with x i and x~ at tile top of L and R respectively, it changes tate and 
replaces xi and x~ by other symbols at the tops of L and R, under direction of 
an instruction of J .  Alternatively, the automaton can accept he input string 
if the instruction so orders, or it can reject the input string if no instruction 
applies to the triple (xl, q, x~-). The set of strings accepted by a DLBA M is 
denoted T(M) .  
The instructions in J are of the form ~ --> fl, where c~ and/3 are "before" 
and "after" snapshots of the part of the configuration around the state qe" 
Each a or/3 contains one member q of Q and one or more members of 
* A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the Tenth Annual Symposium 
on Switching and Automata Theory, Waterloo, Ontario, October 15-17, 1969. 
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g t_) {#1, #2}. (fi can also be accept.) The symbols to the left of q represent 
the top of L and the symbols to the right of q represent the top of R. 
The instructions are divided into five types, according to the way they 
affect L and R. We will list them first, and then discuss each. 
Type I xiqjx~ --~ xeq~.xn xi = #1 =-- xe = #1; x~ = #3 ~ xn = #3" 
Type I I  xiqjx~ ~ qmx~xk xi , xe @ #1.  
Type III q~x~  xeqm x~ va #3; x~ 4: #1- 
Type IV #1q~#2 -+ accept. 
Type V xiqjx k --+ q~x~ xi =# #1; x~ = #2 ~ xn = #2 
with: xi, x t =/= #3 and xk, x n @ #1.  
To insure that the automaton is deterministic, we require that for every 
q~- ~ Q and xe ~ V u {#~}, either 
(i) There is at most one type I I I  instruction whose left side is qjx~ and there 
is no instruction whose left side is xiqjxk for any xi ,  or 
(ii) There is no type I I I  instruction whose left side is qjx~ and, for each 
xi ~ V k) {#1}, there is at most one instruction whose left side is xiq~x k . 
The type I instructions change state from q~- to qm and replace the top symbol 
on each of L and R. The type I I  instructions change state, pop L and push a 
symbol onto R. The type I I I  instructions change state, pop R and push a 
symbol onto L. The type IV instructions cause the input string to be accepted. 
The type V instructions change state, pop L, and change the top symbol on R. 
The restrictions as to which symbols can equal #1 or #3 simply insure that 
#~ and #,  always occur at the bottom of L and R and only there. 
Informally, such an automaton is a DLBA since it is deterministic and its 
storage is linear-bounded: the total number of symbols on L and R is initially 
n -}- 2 for an input string of length n, instruction types 1-IV do not change the 
number of symbols, and instructions of type V decrease the number by one. 
Formally, it is necessary to show that a set of strings is accepted by such 
an automaton if and only if it is accepted by a "standard" DLBA---for 
example, that of (Kuroda, 1964). This is done in two steps. First we note 
that a set of strings is accepted by a (Kuroda-) DLBA without endmarkers 
iff it is accepted by a (Kuroda-) DLBA with endmarkers, and the two automata 
are effectively constructable from each other. [The "only if" part is obvious, 
and the "if" part is proved in (Ginsburg and Harrison, 1968).] The second 
step is accomplished by 
THEORE~I 8. (i) For every Kuroda-DLBA with endmarkers, K, there 
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exists a pushdown DLBA M such that T(K) = T(M) and M is effectively 
constructable from K; (ii) Vice-versa. 
Proof. Part (i). Let K = (Q, q0, Qr ,  V, #,  J )  be a Kuroda-DLBA 
with endmarkers, where: Q is the set of states, qo is the start state, Qr  C Q is 
the set of final states, V is the vocabulary, and # 6 V is the endmarker. ~¢" is 
the set of instructions of the form x, q--->y, q', D where: x, y e VU{#},  
x = # --: y = #,  D ~ {L, C, R}, there is at most one member of J for each 
pair x, q, and the instruction has the obvious meaning. K starts in state qo 
scanning the left endmarker; it accepts the input string iff it ever moves right 
from the right endmarker in a final state. We construct a pushdown DLBA 
M = (QM, %0, V, #1,  #~,  Jm)  1 that simulates K. The symbol scanned 
by K is the symbol of M that is topmost on the R pushdown list. The in- 
structions of JM  are specified in seven ways: 
(1) There is at most one chain of instructions in J of the form 
#,  qo-~ #,  ql,  C 
#,  q l -+  #,  q2, C 
#, qn_l--> #,  q~ , C 
#,qn--->#,q,L or #,q ' ,R  
where n >/0.  I f  there is no such chain, or if it ends by moving left, set 
JM = Z since T(K) : Z.  I f  it ends by moving right, then put: 
~lqoo z -+ #1q'z in J~  for all z ~ V w {#2}. 
(2) For x, q --* y, q', L in J with x, y E V: 
(a) Add to JM: zqx-+ Zq"y 
Zq"y ~ q'zy 
for all z ~ V, where q" is a new state. 
(b) I f  the symbol to the left of x is # ,  we cannot simulate the instruction 
this way. After K moves left into q', scanning the #,  it will perform zero or 
more changes of state without changing position, and then move right or left 
or block. In the latter two cases, it rejects the input string, so we can let M 
reject by blocking right away--i.e., have no member of JM whose left side 
i q00 ¢ Q- 
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is #lqx. I f  K moves right, however, there exists a chain of instructions in J 
of the form 
#,q'--> #,q l ,  C 
#,  ql--" #,  q2 , C 
#,  q~-I -+ #,  q,~ , C 
#,  q~-+ #,  q', R for n>/0 .  2 
Then add to J i :  #lqx -+ #1q"Y. 
(3) For #,  q ~ #,  q', L in J :  
(a) To simulate the situation where # is the right endmarker: 
(i) Add to Ju :  
zq#~ -+ q'z#u for all z ~ V, for the case where the tape is not ##.  
(ii) For the case where the tape is ##,  we reason as in (2)(b), and for such 
a chain in J we add to JM: 
#1q#~ -~ #1q"#~. 
(b) I f  # is the left endmarker, K rejects the input string. This instruction 
in J is already considered by (2) (b) or (3) (a) (ii). 
(4) For x, q-+y,  q', R in J with x, y ~ V, add to JM: qx-+yq'. 
(5) For #,  q -+ #,  q', R in J :  
The case where # is the left endmarker is considered in (2) (b) or (3) (a) (ii). 
I f  # is the right endmarker and q' ~ QF, K rejects and we can let M reject by 
blocking, so we add no instructions to JM. I f  q' ~ QF, however, we must add 
instructions to JM to force it to accept. Let q" be a new state, and add to JM: 
zq#2 -+ q"#2 for all z ~ V 
Yq"#e -+ q"#2 for all y 6 V 
#1q#~ accept 
#1q"#~ --~ accept. 
(6) For x, q--->y, q', C in J with x,y  E V, add to J~t: zqx-+zq'y for all 
z + V w {#~}. 
(7) For #,  q-+ #,  q', C in J ,  add to ~:  zq#~ -+ zq'#~ for all z ~ V t.) {#1}. 
It is straightforward to show that M is deterministic and T(M) =- T(K). 
2 n = 0 means  the  cha in  consists  of  on ly  #,  q" - -  # ,  q", R .  
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Part  (ii): To construct a Kuroda DLBA K that simulates a pushdown 
DLBA M is even simpler. Let M = (Q, %,  V, #1,  #2,  J )  be a pushdown 
DLBA. We construct a Kuroda DLBA K = (Q', qoo, {qF}, V k) {B}, # ,  ~K) a 
that simulates M with the symbol scanned by K being the topmost symbol on 
the R pushdown list. We will use B as a marker for symbols in K that were 
popped in M. 
(1) Since K always scans the topmost symbol on R, ~ contains 
#,  %0 - "  # ,  qo, R. 
(2) For qjx~ -+ x:q,~ in J ,  add to ~:  
x~ , q:--> x:  , qm , R 
(3) For every q~, x k such that there is some instruction in J whose left 
side is xiqjx~ for some x i ,  add to Jx: 
x~ , q~ --> x~ , q~,~ , L 
B,  qJ,k --+ B, qj.k , L 
where q:.7~  Q. If xk is #~,  use # in S x . 
(4) For a type I instruction xiqjx ~ --+ x:qmx n in J ' ,  add to ~¢K: 
Xi , qj,te ---+ Xd , qtm,n , R 
i B~ P qm.n --+ B,  q~,~ , R 
xk , q'~,~ -+ x~ , q~ , C 
where q',~,~ ¢Q. If  x i ,  x: = #1 in J ,  use # in JK. 
(5) For a type I I  instruction xiqjxk-->qmX:Xl~ in of, add to JK: 
xi , qja~-+ x:  , q~ , C. 
(6) For a type iV instruction #lq J#~-+ accept in J ,  add to JK: 
#,q j ,#~#,qF ,R  
B, qF--+ B,  qF , R 
(7) For a type V instruction xiqjx ~ -+ q~x n in J ,  add to JK: 
Xi, q:,7~ --> B, q~,,~, R 
B,q~,~- -+ B ,q~,~,R  
X/c 
where  q'~,n ~Q.  I f  xk = x= = 
a q00, qF ¢ Q, B ~ V. 
q~,n --> xn , q~ , C, 
#2 in J ,  use # in JK- 
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As before, it is easy to see that K is deterministic and T(K) -= T(M). 
This establishes Theorem 8. 
4. DLBA's AND CS(k) GRAMMARS 
This section relates DLBA's and CS(h) grammars. The main result will be 
the equivalence of DLBA's and CS(k) grammars. 
First, we will give a construction of a grammar G M from an arbitrary 
DLBA M such that L(GM) = T(M).  Let M = (Q, q0, ~, #1,  #2,  J )  be a 
DLBA, and let D M denote the set of left sides of instructions in .!. We con- 
struct a grammar G M = (VT, V2¢ , S, ~)  where V r = 3 = {xl ,..., x,} and 
V N is a subset of 
{S} k) {x f ,  x~', Fi , Gi l 1 <~ i <~ t) w {D~ , D /  [ qJ a Q} 
k) {Bi~ , B$~ , BiS , Bt'~ [ qi , xj ~ ~ × 3}. 
GM will be such that the derivation of a sentence in GM and the acceptance 
of that sentence by M are inverse operations. Each line of the derivation 
corresponds to a configuration of M, and the configuration represented by 
the i-th line is immediately followed in M by the configuration represented 
by the i - -  1-st line. Consider the configuration ~1Xl  "'" x iq jx i+  1 "'" Xn~ 2 . 
. . . . . .  x" .  The single This will be represented by a line xl'x 2 xiBj.i+lxi+2 x~-I 
prime on x1 indicates that it is the first symbol, and the double prime on x,~ 
indicates that it is the last. In general, Bee with zero or more primes means 
that M is in state qe with x~ at the top of R. The number of primes indicates 
whether the top of L is #1 or not and whether x e is followed by #~ or not: 
top of L is #1 #3 follows xt 
B~. No No 
B~/ Yes No 
B~" No Yes 
B~ Yes Yes 
Dj and D j  represent the two possible situations where M is in state qj and the 
top of R is #g: D~. means that the top of L is not #1,  while D/means  that the 
top of L is #1 • Fe and G~ are used near the end of the derivation of a sentence 
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containing more than two symbols. Their purpose is to permit the replace- 
ment of the nonterminals xi' and x~' by the terminal symbols xi and x~.. In 
any derivation, the first line containing either F or G will be of the form 
xl'Fkx~ "'" Xn-lX"n, which will then yield the sentence xkxlx ~ ... x~.  First Fk 
will move to the right until it is just to the left of x~. The rule F~x~ --> Gkxn 
will then be used, and then Gg will move left until it hits xl'. The 
rule xl'Gk --> x~x 1will then be used. 
We will first list the grammar rules that are generated for each instruction 
in J ,  and then discuss them. The rules are in nine sets, numbered I-VII, Ia 
and IIIa. I through V correspond to instructions of those types, Ia and IIIa 
are additional rules for type I or III instructions that could be the first one used 
in a computation, and VI contains ome additional rules. Some of these rules 
have their RHS's shorter than their subject; it is shown how to replace them 
with context-sensitive rules, which form set VII. 
Rules for GM for instructions in S 
(Note: xi , xk , x .  E 3.)  
xiqjx~ -+ xbq~x n (1) xlB~n "-+ x~Bsk 
(2) x/B ,~.  --~ x,'B~,o 
(3) xtB~.  "-+ xiB~'~ 
(4) x /B~n ~ xi'Bj"~ 
xiqj#2 --~ xlqm#2 (5) x~D., --~ xtD j
(6) xe'D~ --~ xi'D~ 
(8) Bgl.-+ B;~ 
#1qJ#2 -~ #lq~n#2 (9) D~'--~ D/  
Ia #1qoXk -+ #1qmx,~ (1) B;;. --~ xk 
(2) B~x~ -+ xkx ~ all xr 
(3) B~x r -+ x/F~ all x~ 
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II x iq jx~q~xtx~ 
xiq~#2 --+ q~xt#2 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
B~x~ --+ xiB~7 ~
B~n~X~ --+ xi'Bj~ 
B,.ex~ -+ x~B ~ 
B ' x" ' " m~ k -+ xi Bj~ 
B;fie ~ xiDj  
B '# mt ~ x i tDj  
I I I  qjx~--+xtq~ (1) xgBmr --+ B ~kxr all x~. 
(2) x /B~ -+ B~kx~ all xr 
NB # tt (3) ~ mr ~ Ba~x~ all x~. 
(4) x~'B~r ---* B~x'~' all x~. 
(5) x~D~ ~ Bj"~ 
(6) xiD,~ --+ Bj'% 
IIIa qox~-~xtq~ (1) xt'Br~r --+ xr'F~ all xr 
(2) x~'Bg,. --+ xkx~ all x~. 
(3) xt 'D~ ---* x~ 
IV #,q~#~ -+ accept (1) S---~ D~' 
V XiqjX!~ "-+ qmXn 
xiq~#2 --" q,~#2 
(1) B~ -+ xiBj~ 
(2) Bk.  -~  x i 'B~ 
/ , ,  # (3) B.~ -+ xiB 
(4) B;. -+ x~'B~"~ 
(5) D~ --+ x~Oj 
(6) D~'---~ xi'D~ 
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VI For each xk ~ 3 (1) FT~x~ -+ xrF~ all x,, 
such that (2) Fex'," -+ Gkx~ all x, 
#1q0x~ DM (3) xrG k -+ Gkx r all xr 
or qoxk E D~ (4) x/G~ ~ x~xr all xr. 
Rules III(5), III(6), and IIIa(3) are not of the correct form for a context- 
sensitive grammar. We will show how to eliminate II I(5) below; the others 
are eliminated in the same way. The result is: 
v i i  (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(a), (b), (c), 
Be"~ --~ Bi5 due to (a) and (c) 
Dt ~ Bi5 due to (a) and (d) 
Be"~ -+ Bi5 due to (a) and (c) 
D I m -+ Bi~ due to (a) and (d) 
Bt"~ -+ xi due to (b) and (c) 
De'--+ x, due to (b) and (d) 
where and (d) are: 
(a) qix~ -+ xn% & Xn%#z -+ xrqs# 2
(b) qoXi -+ xn% & x~%#2 -~ xrq,#2 
(c) x,q,#~-+ q~x~#~ 
Rules VI I ( l )  and VII(2) cannot both occur in the same GM; similarly for 
(3) and (4), and for (5) and (6). 
To show how II I(5) is replaced, suppose II I(5) is xlD 2 ---,-B~" 4 due to 
qax~  xlq 2 ~ d r. I f  I I I(5) is ever used in a derivation, let ~ --~ fi be any rule 
that can be used immediately before III(5). Since any line of a derivation 
contains at most one member of {S, D, D',F, G, B, B', B", B'},  and every 
rule has one of these in its subject, D 2 must occur in ft. All such rules have 
xD as their RHS. Hence fi is xlD 2 . The only such rules are: 
(a) I(5) xsD 6 --> xlD 2 due to xlq~# 2 -+ xsqs# 2 e J ,  
(b) 11(5) B~"8 -~ xlD2 due to xlq2# 2-+ q~xs# 2 ~ d ~, 
(c) V(5) D~ -+ xlD 2 due to xlq~# 2 --~ q9#2 E J .  
Since M is deterministic, at most one of these cases arises for any rule 111(5). I f  
643/I7/X-4 
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none arises, drop (this instance of) rule III(5) from GM. If (b) or (c) occurs, 
tr t t  
replace XlDz -+ B~ by Bvs -+ B34 or D9 ~ Ba4, respectively. I f  (a) occurs, 
examine all I(5) rules in GM (there are only finitely many). These are all of the 
form x~D~ --+ xiD~. Consider the longest possible chain of I(5) rules 
xiD ~ --> x~D t , x~D~--~ xmD n ,..., x~D a -~ xsD6 , xsD6 --+ XlD2 • 
This chain is unique, and, as above, we consider the rules that have xiD~ as 
their RHS. If there are none, then the 111(5) rule cannot be used in a deriva- 
tion, and can be dropped from G M . Otherwise, there is either a unique 
11(5) rule or a unique V(5) rule, but not both, having xiD~ as its RHS, and 
whichever exists gives rise to a VII(l) or (2) rule that replaces 111(5). 
The 111(6) and IIIa(3) rules are liminated by analogous arguments. 
For convenience in the proofs of theorems, we will sometimes assume 
that G M includes the noncontext-sensitive rules. The proofs can always be 
expanded as above so as to refer to type VII  rules insted. 
EQUIVALENCE OF M AND G M 
Theorem 9 will prove the equality of T(M)  and L(GM) for any M. We will 
need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. Let M = (Q, qo , VT, #1,  #2,  J )  be a DLBA and 
G M = (VT, Vz¢ , S, ~)  
be constructed from it. Let #1bl "'" biq,.bi+l "'" bm#~ for 0 ~ i ~ m be any 
noninitial configuration of M that will ead to acceptance. Then 
S :=> GM 
I D r' 
bl'b ~ "'" b~D~. 
Lbl b2 ;'" biBr,i+xbi+2 "'" b~_lb ~ 
)B~.lb2 "" b~_lb; ~ 
b(b~ "" b~_ lB~ 
\Br l  
/f m=0 
i f  i=m>/1  
if  1 < i<m--1  
if m>l&i=0 
i f  i=m- -1  >0 
;f m= l& i=0.  
Proof. By induction on d = number of steps after configuration shown 
until acceptance. 
Basis: d = 1. Then m = 0 and #1q,#~ -+ accept ~ J .  Hence S -~ D, by IV. 
Induction: Let (gi be the set of possible configurations f M that will be 
accepted in i > 0 steps. Assume that the lemma is true for the members of 
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~a,  where d >~ 1. We show that it is true for any member of (~d+l that is 
not an initial configuration. Let the configuration of the lemma be any 
member of (d~+ 1 . There are six cases, corresponding to the exclusive values 
of i and m shown in the conclusion of the lemma. The details are straight- 
forward, and we will only show the case where i = m >/1.  
I f  i = m ~> 1, then #1bl "" b~q,# 2~ ~d+l • Only a type I, I I, or V instruc- 
tion can be applied to this configuration. 
Type I. b~q~#2 -+/~q~#o. ~ jr;4 hence #1bl ... 6~q8#~  ~a.  By the in- 
duction hypothesis, S ~ bl'b ~ "" bmDs . Have I(5) and I(6): ~mD s--+ b~Dr ~ 
and ~'D~ --~ bm'D r ~ ~.  Therefore, S => bl'b ~ "" b~nDr, using 1(5) if m > 1 
and 1(6) if m = 1. 
Type I I .  b~q,#2 --~ q~#2 ~ J ,  hence #1bl "" b~_lq~6~#2 ~ ~a . Hence, 
S =~ B;' m if m = 1 and S ~ hi'b2"'" b~_lB,"~ if m > 1. Have II(6) 
B'8" m --+ b~'D r ~ 
and I1(5) B,'m ~ br~Dr ~ P .  Therefore S ~ b~'D~ if m = 1 and 
S ~ bl'b ~ "" bmD~ if m > 1. 
Type V. b,~qr#2 --* qs#2 ~ J ,  hence #1bl ... b~_lq~# ~ ~ Wa. Hence, 
S~Dj  if m = 1 and S~b~'b~ ." bm_lD, if m > 1. Have V(6) 
D/ - -+ bm'Dr ~ ~ and V(5) Ds --~ b~Dr ~ ~,  hence S ~ bm'D r if m = 1 and 
S ~ b~'be "" bmDr if m > 1. 
The next lemma is almost he converse of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 7. Let M = (Q, qo , v r ,  #1 ,  #2,  J )  be a DLBA and 
Gu = (V~, V•, S, ~) 
be the grammar constructed from it, and let a 1 ." a n ~L(GM) , n >/ 1. I f  
S ~c~ ~ a 1 ... a~,  where ~ is of one of the following forms 
( i )  Dr' 
(2) bl'b~ "" bmDr, m >~ 1 
(3) bl"b ~ ... biB¢,i+lbi+~ ... b b" ~-1~,  1 <~i<m--1  
(4) B'nb2 "" b~_lb~ , m > 1 
(5) bl"b ~ "" bm_lB~m, m > 1 
(6) a~" 1 
4 5~ is a different symbol (in general) than b~. Similarly, B~N indicates that ~ is 
at the top of R. 
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then M, if started with a 1 ... an,  will reach the configuration 
#~b~ .... biqrbi+~ "'" b~#z,  
where (1) m=i=0,  (2) i=m,  (4) i=0 ,  (5) i=m--1 ,  or (6) i=0 ,  
m=l .  
Proof. Inspection of the rules for constructing G M from M shows that 
any derivation of a sentence a 1 .-. a n in G M has the form 
S~ gl ~ ~2 -~ "'" -~  g.  ~ 31-~ " " -~ ~ a l  "'" a . ,  
where u >~ 1, v >/0 ,  each ~i is of one of forms (1)-(6), and each 3~- contains 
an Fe or a G~ and none of {S, D, D', B,  B' ,  B", B"}. In any derivation of a 
sentence a x -.. a n , the line a of the lemma must be ~i for some i. The lemma 
is proved by induction on d = u - -  i. The basis (d -~ 0) and the induction 
step each consider six cases, and the proof is quite straightforward. 
THEOREM 9. Let M be a DLBA and let G M be constructed from it. Then 
T (M)  = L(GM). 
Proof. T (M)  ~ L(GM): Let al "'" an e T (M) .  The initial configuration of 
M is #lqoax "'" an#z ,  and the first instruction must be either type Ia or type 
I l ia .  
I f  it is type Ia: #1qoal ~ #1qldl , the next configuration of M is 
#1ql~la~ "'" a .#~.  
t t t  t t t  By Lemma 6, we have S~Bl i i fn  = 1 or S~Bl ia  a if n = 2 or 
S ~ B'~ia 2 "" an_ta~ if n > 2. We have the following rules in ~:  Ia(1): 
! t t! t 
Bl i  --+ a l ,  Ia(2): Bl ia  z -+ ala2, Ia(3): Bl ia  ~ --~ a~'F1, and VI(1)-(4): 
Flai ~ aiFa, Fla~ ~ Glan,  aiG1 -+ Gla i ,  and a(Gx --~ ala a . I f  n ----- 1, have 
S~ a a . I fn=2,haveS:>a la  ~. I fn>2,have  
S ~ a2"Flaa'" an_la ~ ~ a2"a a ." an_lFaa~ --+ az'aa"- an_lGla n 
ag'Glaa ... a n -+ ala ~ ... a n . 
I f  it is type I l ia :  qoal -+ alqx, and the next configuration of M is 
#1dlqla2 "'" an#~. By Lemma 6, have S ~ all'D1 if n : 1 or S ~ ~1'B~2 if 
n : 2 or S ~ dl'Bl~a 3 ... an_la n" if n > 2. We have the following rules in 
~:  II Ia(3): ~I'D1 --~ a l ,  I I Ia(2): a-~'B~ -+ alaa, I I Ia(1): d~'B~2 --~ a2'F1, and 
VI I ( I ) - (4)  as above. If n ~ 1, have S ~ a 1 . I f  n = 2, have S ~ ala 2 . I f  
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n > 2, have S ~ al "'" an as above. This establishes that T(M) is a subset 
of L(Gu). 
L(GM) C T(M): Let ax'.. an ~L(GM). Then S =~ al"'" an. The only rules 
with S as subject are of the form S -+ Dr'. Therefore S --~ Dr.' ~ a 1 ..- a s 
for some r. Suppose M is started in the configuration #1qoal "." an#~. By 
Lemma 7, it will reach the configuration #1qr#a. Since S -*  Dr'ff  ~ ,  we 
have #1qr#2 --~ accept ~ J ,  hence a I ... a n ~ T(M). [] 
EQUIVALENCE OF DLBA's AND CS(k) GRAMMARS 
We will show that a set of strings is accepted by some DLBA if and only if 
it is generated by some CS(k) grammar. That will be Theorem 12, and will 
follow immediately from Theorems 10 and 11. Theorem 10 gives a construc- 
tive proof that for any DLBA 21/1, GM is CS(1). Theorem 11 shows how to 
simulate the processor for ~(G)  by a DLBA. 
TI~EOR~M 10. For any DLBA M, let G u be the grammar constructed 
from it. Then a table ~ ( G M) can be effectively constructed. 
Proof. Construct ~(GM) using the following definitions of ~"  and L0(~): 
g"  = {[q, o,~] I z  = # if Yq%e{S,D,D' ,B" ,B" ,x"}  
&ze  Vrw{x"} if Yq~ e{B,B' ,x ,  G}&(3[p,j,y] e~w ~,~") 
[n~ = 1 &j  = 0&X~t  = Yet&X~le  V N-{x '}  
v n~ = 2&j  = 0&X,1  = Yet&X~IX~,2¢ V~. 
v n~ ----- 2 & j  = 1 & X~z = Yet & X,~ ~ V~v --  {x"}]} 
Lo(S~) = {y e v l (~[p,L  ~1 ~ g ' ) (x~. ;+ l  = y)).  
These definitions are clearly effective. To show that the resuking table obeys 
the definition of ~(GM) , note that any line of a derivation in G M contains at 
most one member of {S, D, D', B, B', B", B", F, G}. Also, 
S' ~ o~Y~l "" Yq~fl ~ o~# D [Yq,,, e{S,D,D' ,x" ,B" ,B"} ~ fl = #]. 
These two remarks justify the definition of z for ~9 ~', since x' and F never 
occur as the last symbol in the subject of a rule. To show that each [q, O, z] 
belonging to ~9 ~" by the definition in Section 2 belongs to S ~" defined as above, 
consider any [q, 0, z] ~ ~9 °" due to [p, j, y] ~ Z ,° by the definition in Section 2. 
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The derivation justifying [q, 0, z] e 50" has the following form, for some 
rulesr~,r~ .... , r~=q(~>/  1): 
S" ~ c~Y~ ". Y , .~yy  
-~ aXe1 "'" X~X~. j+I  "'" X~y_~ 
axe1 "." X.~X.. j+x Yrl.~ "'" Yrl.ra,ly17 1
1 _ _  
~-~ ~x~. . .  x . x  i x , .  ~ , ~ 3, 3, " '" X r  2 n r Y2Y2 
3__  
--~ axe1 "'" X,jXr¢,lXre,2 "'" Xrt,++bYe7e rc 
Each [ri, 0, Yd for 1 ~< i ~< g will be a member of 50", and each will be a 
member of 57" as defined above due to [ri-1, O, Yi-~] ~ 5P". ([rl , O, Yl] ~ 5°" 
due to [p, j, y].) 
It follows immediately from Lemma 1 that/--'0(50) as defined above is 
indeed a superset of L0(50 ) as defined in Section 2. 
To show that no conflicts can arise in generating ~(GM)  , we will show 
that the following three situations are impossible for any state 50: 
50D_{[p ,n , , z ] , [q , j , y ]}  with j<na  and z~Vrw{x"} ;  
50 D_ {[p, n . ,  z], [q, ha, y]} with p =/= q and z, y e V r U {x"}; 
5 ° D_D_ {[p, n~, #], [q, na, #]) with p :/= q. 
We will use the following remarks: 
1. Let 6g = {S, D / ,  Xi ' ,  B'jl , Bj"~ I qJ e Q and X~ e E}. Then 
[p, o,N e ¢ '~ (Y~ec~---  50 = ~o). 
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This follows immediately from the observation that the members of ~ occur 
in G M only as the first symbol of the subject or RHS of rules. 
2. {[p, 1, y], [q, 1, z]} _c :90 D X~I = Xql; 
{[p, 1, y], [q, 2, z]} _c :90 ~ x~ = xo~; 
{[p, 2, y], [q, 2, ~1} _c :90 ~ x~,  = x~ a x~,  = xo2.  
This follows from the fact that for any :90, if 
{[p , j  q- 1,y], [q, k q- 1, d} _C G(5O, x), then X~.j+i = Xq.~+a. 
To show that :90 D__ {[p, n~,, z], [q, j ,  y]} with j < nq & z e Vr to {x"} is 
impossible, suppose such a state exists, and consider the various possible 
values for j ,  nq , n~, and X~aX~, ~ . We will exhibit a contradiction for each 
case. Note that since n~ > 0, :90 cannot be ~o • 
(a) j = 1, hence nq = 2. z ~ V T to {x"} means that Y~% e {B, B', x, G}, 
according to the definition of :90". 
(i) n~ = 1. The only rule with my = n~ = 1 and Yvl e{B, B', x, G} is 
t t t t I(7): Br~ ~-+ BI=. (We use B~= rather than Buy, say, just for definiteness-- 
there are too many letters already.) We then have #lq lx2  e D M,  and 
Xq, = X~, = B[z by remark 2. Rule q must be III(2) or II I(4) 5, hence 
qlx2 ~ D u . Since M is deterministic, however, we cannot have #lqlx= and 
q~x 2 both in D M . 
(ii) n~ = 2, X~IX~= = B12x s or B'l~x a . Let ocf i be any state such that 
G(5~/, xa) = :90. Then [q, 0, y], [p, 1, z] a .9~i'. [q, 0, y] ~ 5O~ due to some 
It, 1, v] e 5oi. Hence X,1 = X~I = BI~ or B[~. But then Xr~ ~ VT ~3 {X"}. 
This contradicts the assumption that [r, 1, v] ~ ~ generates any members of 
57"i, since the definition of ~9~ would require that Xr~ ~ V N - -  {x"}. 
(iii) n~ = 2, XmX~2 = x lx  2 . Rule p must be VI(4), since 
Y~ ~ {B, B', ~, a}. 
Let ~ be any state such that G(5~i , x~) = :9 °. Then [p, l, z], [q, 0, y] e 5~' i. 
[q, 0, y] must have been generated from some Jr, 1, v] ~ 5~i. Then 
X~I = X,~ = x~ by remark 2, and X~ a Vz¢ - -  {x"} in order for Jr, 1, v] to 
generate any members of 5 ~". Let 5O~ be any state such that G(~,  x~) = 5~/. 
Then [p, 0, z], [r, 0, v] e 5P'~. Since rule p is VI(4), Y~a = x' e 0g, hence 
= ~0 by remark 1, and Y,1 ~ 6g. But there exists no rule meeting the 
requirements for rule r: Y~., e ~, X, I  = x~ and X,z  e VN - -  {x"}. 
5 These are the only rules with nq = 2 and Xql = B'. 
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The rest of the proof examines the other three subcases of (a), the six 
subcases of (b), for which j = 0, and the other two possible conflicts in a 
state 5 °. All of the many subcases are shown to lead to contradictions by 
reasoning similar to the three examples above, and will not be given here. 
THEORE~ 1 1. I f  G is a CS(k) grammar, then there exists a DLBA M such 
that T(M) = L(G). 
Proof. Let ~(G)  be the table for G = (Vr ,  VN, S, ~) .  We construct a
DLBA M that simulates the CS(k) processor, first for k = 0, then for k > 0. 
I f  k = 0, the configuration 50°S (a) ""~(")  • x 1 x~ Yl "'" Y~ of the CS(k) processor 
will be represented in M by #15~(1) ... 50(~)qoYl "'" Y~#~. The instructions of 
M are of four kinds: 
(i) For each a ~L(500), where 5~i = G(50o, a): 
#1qoa -+ #j.q# 
q# -->. 5"~qo 
(ii) I f  A(~) = shift, then for each x e S(5"~), where ~9]~. = G(5~i , x): 
~qox -+ ~q~x 
qjx --+ 5~jqo 
(iii) I f  A(5~) = reduce p: 
~iqo x ~ q~,lY~mx for all x e Vr U VN U {#~}; 
50q~,~Y~,~-~+l -  q~,~+lY~,~-eY~.~-~+t for all 50 ~a ~o 
and 1 ~< k < min(m~,n~ --  1) 
for all 5°v  a50o, m~ ~k ~<n~- - I  
for all 5°: / :500,  if m~<n~ 
for all 50v  a50o, if m~=n~.  
The first instruction pops L once and pushes Y~% onto R. If  m~ ~ n~, the 
second set of instructions pops L n~ - -  2 times and pushes Y~e ". Y~.%-1 
onto R, and the fifth instruction pops L and pushes Y~l onto R. If  m~ < e~, 
the second set of instructions pops L m~ --  1 times and pushes Y~I "'" Y~.%-1 
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onto R, the third set of instructions popsL n~ -- m~ --  1 times, and the fourth 
instruction pops L the last time. 
(iv) cJ'rqo#~ --> qoo#2 
#1qoo#2 --> accept. 
I l k  > 0, we will first construct a DLBA M that accepts the languageL(G)# k, 
and then show how to construct a DLBA M'  that accepts L(G). 
I f  G = (V  r , V N , S, ~),  V' = VT W Vn W {#}, and 2J is the set of states 
of 3-~(G), then M will be ((2, qo , S ,  #1,  #~ , d) ,  where 3 = X k) V' and Q 
is composed of five kinds of states: 
i 
(1) Ix1 "'" xi] and [xl "" x/]l with 1 ~< i < k, and x l ' "  x i ~ [J V l#  i-t 
~=0 
/c 
(2) Ix1 ... x~] fo~ x l" -  x~ e U v~#~-~ 
~=0 
(3) [xl "'" x~]s~ for S ~ ~ 27 and x l " "  x~ as in (2). 
(4) Ix 1 "'" x~]~,.~ for 1 ~< j, 1 <~ p ~ zr and x 1 "" x~ as in (2). 
(5) [#~]1, [#~h, qo, ql.  
When the processor for ~(G)  is in the configuration 
~0~(1)  "'" ~(n)  1$1 . . ,  
1 • Yl Y,~ 
M will be in the configuration #1~0 0(,50(1 ) "'" ~(n) [X l  "'" Xk] ~#2" There will be 
nine kinds of instructions in M, as follows. 
(1) M begins by reading the first k symbols: 
#1q°x---+#lqlxt all x ~ V r' 
These last two instructions are for all xl "" xj+ 1 ff (VTf)/+1, for 1 ~ j  ~< k - -  1. 
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(2) I f  A(5 ~, x l . . .  xk) = shift, and G(5 p, xl) = 5~: 
~e[xl ... x~] x--* 5e[x~ .-. x~]~ x and [x~'" x~]~ x -* ~[x~'" x~x] 
for all x e V'. 
(3) I f  A (~,  x~... x~) = reduce p and m~ = n~ • k: 
(a) 5a[xl "'" xk] x--* [Yw%xl .... x~-1]~,1 x~x 
for all x e V'. 
(b) ~[G,,%+~-J""  Gmxl"'" x~_A~,~ x, _~+l 
--> [Y~,,%_j "'" Y~,%x, "'" xk-j-1]~.~+l xk-jxk-j+l 
for all 5'~i , 1 ~< j ~< m~ --  2. 
(c) ~[G~"" G~x~"" x~+~_~]~,~_~ x _~+2 
"--> [Y~ol "'" Y~m~xl "'" Xk--ra,] Xlc--m,+lXte--m,+2 
for all S~i. 
(4) i f  A (~,  x, ... x~) = reduce p and m~ = n~ = k + 1: 
(a)-(b) Same as (3a)-(3b). 
(5) I f  A(5 a, x~ "" x~) = reduce p and m, = n, > k + 1: 
(a) Same as (3a). 
(b) Same as (3b), for 1 ~ j  ~ k - -  1. 
(c) G[Y~.%+I-~ "" Y~m~]~,k x~--* [Yo,,%_~-" Y~.%-d~.e+t Y~%Xl 
for all Sz i . 
(d) G[G.~+I -~ "'" G,-~+~-&,~ G,m~+~-~'+i 
-*  [G.~,-~ "'" G.~+~-~-d,.~+~ G. ,+~_~Y~.~+~_~+~ 
for all S~i, k + 1 ~j<m~--2 .  
(e) 5~i[Y~2 "" Y~.~+a]~,%-~ Y ,a+~-~ [Y~ "" Y~] Y~,~+~ Y~,~+e 
for all 5~i. 
(6) I f  A(5 e, x~ "- xD = reduce p and m~ < nv and m~ ~ k: 
(a) Same as (3a). 
(b) Same as (3b) for 1 < j  ~ m~ --  1. 
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(c) GEG~"" G~ "'" x~_~fl,;  ~_~+~ 
-* IL l  "'" G~ "'" x~_%L,~+~ ~_~o+1 
for all 6~i, rn~ ~< j ~< n9 --  2. 
(d) G[G~"" G~""  x~-~oL,~_~ x _~+x 
--~ [Y~I "'" Y~mxl "'" x~__~ ] x~_~ +1 for all 6~i. 
(7) I f  d(Sf ,  x~ "" x~) = reducep and k + 1 : m~ < n~: 
(a)-(b) Same as (4a)-(4b). 
(c) G[G~ "'" 
for all S~. 
(d) S~[Y~ ... 
for all ~ and m~ 
(e) ~[G1 ... 
G,.~-G.J Y~---> [G~ "'" G,.~-G,J+~ Y~ 
~j~<%-2.  
G.,~-d~.~-~ G,~, ~ [G I  "" G.,~,-d G,~, for all ~.  
(8) I f  AQ9 °, x I "'" x~) : reduce p and k + 1 < m~ < n~: 
(a)-(c) Same as (5a)-(5c). 
(d) Same as (4d) for k q- 1 ~ j  ~< m~ - -  1. 
(e) ~9~i[Y~l "-- Y~]~,5 Y~,~+l-~ [Y~I "'" Y~],d+l Y~.~+x 
for a l l~andm~j~n~- -2 .  
(f) ~[G,  '" G~]~.~- ,  Y~.~+,--, [G~ '" G~] G .M for all ~.  
(9) I f  A(:T, x l . . .  x~) : accept, then Sf : o~'~ and x l . . .  xk ----- #~: 
59[# ~] #~ ~ [#% #~ 
~o[#~]i #2 ~ [#~h #~ 
#1[# k] #a "~ accept. 
It  is obvious that M is deterministic and simulates the processor for 
~(G)  in such a way that T(M)  = L(G)  #< 
A DLBA M'  that accepts L(G)  can be constructed to operate in three 
phases: First, M '  will determine whether the input string contains fewer 
than k symbols. I f  it does, M '  will either accept or reject it (correctly). I f  it 
contains k or more symbols, the second phase of the operation of M '  will be 
to encode pairwise the last k symbols followed by k endmarkers; i.e., if the 
input string was xl  "'" x~(n > k), then it is encoded into a string whose first 
n --  k symbols are x l ,  x2 ,..., x._~, and whose last k symbols are each of the 
form [xn-k+2~'+l, Xn-~+pj+2] for 0 ~ j ~ k - -  1, where xn+ 1 - -  - -  x~+ k : 
#. 
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The third phase of the operation of M'  is to simulate M for the encoded 
input string. This concludes the proof of Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 12. Let L be a set of strings. Then there exists a DLBA M with 
T(M)  = L if  and only if there exists a grammar G and an integer k such that 
G is CS(k) andL = L(G). 
Proof. If. This is Theorem 11. 
Only if: Let M be a DLBA. By Theorem 10, GM is CS(1), and by Theorem 9, 
T(M)  = L(GM). 
5. PROCESSING TIME FOR CS(h) GRAMMARS 
Let G be a CS(k) grammar, a 1 ". a~ eL(G), and the sequence of rules used 
in the derivation of al "'" an be P l ,  P2 ,..., Pr.  Then the processor for ~(G)  
will perform n q- Y.i=l m,~ shift's, r reduce's, and one accept. I f  m is the 
maximum rn, in G, then the processor for any ~(G)  will perform at most 
n + 1 q- (m q- 1) r steps in accepting a sentence of length n whose derivation 
has r steps. The processor for ~(G)  always halts for any input, and therefore 
the number of steps it performs for an input of length n is at most the number 
of distinct configurations it can assume, viz., ~=1 (i if- 1) qv i, where q is the 
number of states in ~(G)  and v is the cardinality of V. 
On the other hand, an arbitrary ~(G)  need not halt for every input. In fact, 
the processor for the table ~I(GM) constructed via Theorem 10 will go into 
an infinite loop whenever the DLBA M will. 
6. OPEN QUESTIONS 
There are several interesting questions about CS(h) grammars that are 
open. One of these is the decidability, in a nonconstructive way, of whether a 
grammar is CS(h) for a given k; since Theorem 7 shows that this is not 
decidable constructively, there is no practical importance to this question. 
Another question is the existence of a definition of CS(h) grammars based 
on properties of derivations. Knuth's definition is that a context-free gram- 
mar G is LR(k) if certain uniqueness conditions on derivations are satisfied. 
By analogy with his definition, we could propose the following definition of 
CS(h) grammars: 
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A grammar a -=- (VT, V~, S ,~ = {sr~--~A~ [ 1 ~<p ~ ~r}) is CS(k) if, 
whenever there exist rightmost derivations, 
S ~ aP~y3 -~ ad~7~ ~ oJ ~L(G) 
and 
such that [y[  =k°r  lY] <k&3 = ~ =A,  
then p = q & ~/ =- aFq7 ~. 
I f  G is a reduced context-free grammar, this definition becomes 
S =~ ~F~0)10) s -~ aA~olw ~ is a rightmost derivation 
& S ~ 7] -~  ad~0)10) 3 is a rightmost derivation 
&]%l  =kor [0 ) l [  <k&0)2=%=A 
D p = q and ~/= aFqw10) S , where 0) 1 , oJ~, % ~ VT*, 
which is clearly equivalent to Knuth's definition. While the proposed efini- 
tion of CS(h) seems reasonable, we have not been able to prove its equivalence 
to the one given in Section 2. 
The most important open question is the equivalence of deterministic and 
nondeterministic LBA's. In view of Theorem 12, this is equivalent to the 
question of whether every context-sensitive language is generable by a CS(k) 
grammar. 
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